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1. The Book
The Man Who Loved Only Numbers
Paul Erdös
1913 - 1996

I think the concept of The Book  
exists for Twitterbots, too.
A lot of botmaking relies on patterns and 
 templates, particularly linguistic bots.
The Bot Book
Understanding language well enough to see 
underlying patterns is incredibly hard
Finding a pattern and understanding  
how to unlock it is exciting! 
People get disappointed if it goes wrong, though.
2. ANGELINA
Computational Creativity
Truth
?
ANGELINA talked about its work…
…it asked for help…
…and people wrote about it, too.

Its raised status encouraged people to  
interact with it more naturally.
But I was encouraging people to interact  
with it in ways it could never respond to.
The fall from raised expectations  
is always painful.
3.Tay
FRESHLY MICROWAVED 
HOT TAKES FROM LAST 
MONTH


Being human comes with strings attached.
Always be aware when you raise 
people’s expectations of your bots…
…and you agree to be judged  
by harsher rules.
People want to believe in AI, but 
their hearts are fragile.
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